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SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Colors Airsoft Type MSRP

CPG3805
Magazine for airsoft replica

PTS SAM Series 1911 GBB 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  24  Black  Gas  59.00 € incl. tax

The PTS SideArm Magazine (SAM) for the 1911 style is a high quality magazine designed for use with
the Tokyo Marui 1911 airsoft pistol.
Designed to improve performance and reliability, this 24-round magazine is essential for any airsoft
enthusiast. One of the main features of the SAM 1911 charger is its copper valve, which ensures excellent
temperature distribution. One of the main features of the SAM 1911 charger is its copper valve, which
ensures excellent temperature distribution. The design of this valve contributes to the stability of gas flow,
which helps increase gas efficiency and minimizes gas loss.

Copper valve for excellent temperature distribution, specially designed to increase gas efficiency and
minimize gas loss.
Stable gas flow allows firing up to 24 rounds per gas-filled magazine.
Pre-installed PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate 1911 for added durability.

 

With each gas-filled magazine, you can expect 24 shots, for a consistent and satisfying gaming experience.
The SAM 1911 Magazine also comes with a pre-installed PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate 1911. This shock
plate specially designed to attenuate shocks and impacts provides increased durability to your charger. It
ensures your magazine can withstand the rigors of intense airsoft battles without compromising performance.
Compatible with the Tokyo Marui 1911, this magazine is a reliable and essential addition to your airsoft
equipment. Whether you're competing in competitive matches or realistic training scenarios, the PTS
SideArm Magazine for the 1911 style delivers the performance and durability you need.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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